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THE TECH

Christmas Shopping

Why not make your gifts distinctive this Christmas. Your friends and relatives will get extra presents, but you are the only one that can give one of these Tech Jewellery. Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes, Rings, Brooches and Louvillieres, all have the Tech Seal in Tech Colors upon them.

And a box of Cigars to the man who we offer no advice in regard to a big box of signs and need the checks will not be amiss. Page & Shaw.

Buy at your store and get a dividend.

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH

Bound To Be Right

The lasting beauty and exclusive service qualities of Fabrikoid bindings make them suitable for binding all types of text, blank and loose-leaf books. They do not scuff or grow shabby but retain their flexibility and fine appearance through long use. Fabrikoid bindings are dust, stain and water-proof, thoroughly cleanable and sanitary. They are largely used for binding college annals, catalogs, engineers' hand books, law books and wherever rugged service is encountered.

You can save money and books by specifying Fabrikoid bindings.

Dupont Fabrikoid Company

Wilmington, Delaware.